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Place-making in the 21st Century

As the definition of culture has broadened, so have the types of spaces where you can enjoy their creative fruits. Classic theaters and philharmonics still exist, but they do so alongside more fluid counterparts in which a dance piece can be staged one night and a string quartet can play on another. This expansion of use and scope has precipitated a complete reevaluation of venue design, calling into question acoustic properties and lighting as well as the ways both the audience and performers experience the event.

In this issue of SNAP, we examine some changes in the places where we create and consume culture. Our Case Study, “Back on Track” (page 14), concerns a disused rail yard in Arles, France, which the Luma Foundation is converting into an arts center, while “Standing Ovation” (page 20) details the practical and aesthetic decisions made in three performance spaces.

Elsewhere we report on the KBIS and IBS trade shows (page 68), highlighting the latest trends in the kitchen, bath, and construction industries. We also take a deep dive into select areas, with product specs on wood (page 24), plumbing fixtures (page 28), and concrete (page 40).

My warmest wishes,

Julie Taraska
Editor
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Richard Meier Light Launches

THE NEW LIGHTING venture from Richard Meier might bear his name, but the Pritzker Prize winner insists he didn’t mastermind the first line of fixtures, which debuted in mid-March at the Ralph Pucci showroom in New York. “They’re Ana’s—she did the drawings,” he says. “My role was to comment when asked.”

That would be the architect’s daughter, Ana Meier, an industrial designer and the creative director of the recently formed Richard Meier Light. “She and Hervé [Descottes, founder of the lighting consultancy L’Observatoire International] and the third member of the partnership] have been working on these a long time,” Richard says, “and they’re phenomenal.”

With their white hue, curvaceous forms, and interplay of light and shadow, the eight offerings—a mixture of LED pendants, sconces, and floor lamps—share the hallmarks of Richard’s architecture. And rightfully so: Ana says the Barcelona Museum of Contemporary Art, a modernist masterpiece Richard completed in 1995, inspired two of the pieces, while houses on New York’s Fire Island, a seaside community where Richard has built numerous private residences, sparked others.

The challenge, Ana explains, was distilling moments of these structures into simple forms that didn’t compromise the originals’ “sense of grandeur.” “We achieved this with the choice of materials,” she says of options such as Glacier White Corian and handblown glass. The pieces also have multiple light sources, adding depth to their forms.

DEJÀ VU Debut fixtures from Richard Meier Light, which were inspired by the Pritzker Prize winner’s buildings, include the limited-edition Barcelona sconce (left) and the Fire Island I floor lamp (center). Two Asian manufacturers received the dubious Plagiarus award for their knockoffs of Hansgrohe designs, including the Starck V and Metris Classic (top right). In both pairs, the original appears on the left and the copy on the right.

The fixtures’ color temperatures range from a warm 2200K to a cool 3500K; some are tunable and dimmable. In addition, the company is developing control systems suited for various applications—including residential, hospitality, and large commercial use—to allow more flexibility with and continuity of the created light.

Bespoke maker WonderGlass is producing some of the fixtures; the rest are being manufactured in California and Brooklyn, New York. Richard’s last effort to develop lighting occurred in 1988, when he designed a line of architectural fixtures for the Bronx, New York–based Baldinger.

“When I work with Ana and Richard, we start with the kind of atmosphere we’d like to feel and see,” says Descottes, “and we shape the light fixture from there. We don’t start from the object itself. Our process is different from most designers.” —Julie Taraska

Plagiarus Winners Announced

TWO CHINESE COMPANIES were named and shamed for their copycat versions of Hansgrohe bathroom fixtures. Taizhou Ranbo Sanitary Ware and Heshan Khone Sanitary Ware Technology, both in Zhejiang, earned Plagiarus awards for their rip-offs of the Starck V glass tap and the Metris Classic faucet, respectively. The prizes were bestowed February 10 at the event’s 41st annual edition, held in Frankfurt during the Ambiente trade fair. Ten objects across a range of product categories were so honored; among them were office chairs, retractable dog leashes, and kitchen utensils.

“This award strengthens our position and raises awareness of the importance of proprietary rights,” says Carmen Vetter, head of Hansgrohe’s Proprietary Rights department. “We will continue to be relentless in our fight against product piracy, including taking legal action in Europe, China, and the rest of the world.”

All Plagiarus-winning items, along with the originals, are on view at the Museum Plagiarus in Solingen, Germany. The German Industrial Designers’ Association runs the museum and the juried awards; the organization took over both from designer Rido Busse, who started them in 1977 as a one-man crusade against counterfeiting.—JT

TAKE A SEAT The Li-Da table by architect Jean Nouvel served as the centerpiece of Roche Bobois’s Dining By Design vignette. Created in conjunction with Gensler, the Space of Dining spearheaded the 20th edition of the annual DIFFA fundraiser, held March 16 to 20 in New York. The event raised approximately $800,000 for HIV/AIDS awareness, prevention, and research.
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Contract finds from the first crop of 2017 trade fairs

1. **YES 60 FI**
   - **MANUFACTURER:** YKKAP America
   - **PERFORMANCE:** This offset, flush glazed framing system for storefronts accommodates Insulating glass ¾ to 1 inch thick.
   - **PRICE RANGE:** $
   - **APPLICATIONS:** An alternative to curtain walls, the system can be used for new or retrofit construction. It has a tall back leg for enhanced water resistance.
   - **YKKAP.COM (SNAP #200)**

2. **GEOLUXE**
   - **MANUFACTURER:** Geoluxe
   - **PERFORMANCE:** This mineral-based surface, which mimics the look of natural stone, is stain-, chemical-, scratch-, heat-, UV-, and frost-resistant.
   - **PRICE RANGE:** $$-$$$
   - **APPLICATIONS:** Available in a slab or tile version and seven styles and edge profiles, the 100 percent recyclable Geoluxe may be used both indoors and out.
   - **GEOLUXE.COM (SNAP #201)**

3. **CUBE CART**
   - **MANUFACTURER:** Bretford
   - **PERFORMANCE:** The portable charging and storage solution features two locks: The one on the rear panel secures adapters, and the padlock on the front protects devices inside.
   - **PRICE RANGE:** $
   - **APPLICATIONS:** Offered in two sizes and three standard colors, the steel units store up to 32 devices.
   - **BRETFORD.COM (SNAP #202)**

4. **TRADA**
   - **MANUFACTURER:** Magnuson Group
   - **PERFORMANCE:** These 24-gallon steel waste and recycling receptacles have a closed top, adjustable glides, and internal bag rings.
   - **PRICE RANGE:** $$-$$$-
   - **APPLICATIONS:** Units can stand solo or linked; lids come in seven colors and a choice of three die-cut openings.
   - **MAGNUSONGROUP.COM (SNAP #203)**

**KEY**
- $ = VALUE, $$ = MID-RANGE, $$$ = HIGH-END
- ECO-FRIENDLY ATTRIBUTES
5. **ECOPLUS WC CARRIER**

**MANUFACTURER:** Viega  
**PERFORMANCE:** This in-wall toilet system offers dual flushing options (0.8 and 1.6 gallons) and saves up to 6 inches of floor space versus cistern models.  
**PRICE RANGE:** $$  
**APPLICATIONS:** With an adjustable ceramic height and a 10-year warranty, the system can be accessed through the wall plate, which comes in 65 manual and touchless designs.  
**VIEGA.US** (SNAP #204)

6. **ELINA**

**MANUFACTURER:** Création Baumann  
**PERFORMANCE:** Delicately striped, the semitransparent laser-cut Trevira curtain allows soft light to filter in.  
**PRICE RANGE:** $$$  
**APPLICATIONS:** Suited for commercial and hospitality environments, the 59-inch-wide white or black fabric is made from flame-retardant, PVC-free polyester.  
**CREATIONBAUMANN.COM** (SNAP #205)  

7. **LANDSCAPE MINI ACCENT**

**MANUFACTURER:** WAC Landscape Lighting  
**PERFORMANCE:** This watertight luminaire functions as an up- or downlight.  
**PRICE RANGE:** $$  
**APPLICATIONS:** Made in solid die-cast brass or corrosion-resistant aluminum, this light—in 2700 or 3000K—has four adjustable beam angles and delivers up to 365 lumens over a 70,000-hour life.  
**WACLIGHTING.COM** (SNAP #206)

8. **WOVEN VINYL**

**MANUFACTURER:** Architectural Systems  
**PERFORMANCE:** Measuring roughly 19 by 39 inches, the floor tiles with nonskid backing come in nine patterns and can contribute to LEED points.  
**PRICE RANGE:** $  
**APPLICATIONS:** Antibacterial, antifungal, and water-resistant, the sound-absorbing tiles can be installed in moisture-prone areas where wood or laminate flooring are not feasible.  
**ARCHSYSTEMS.COM** (SNAP #207)
Project:
Private Residence - New York, NY

Architect:
Leila Satow Architect, PC

Credit:
VHT Studios - New York, NY
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Learn about the role of Azon thermal barriers in energy conservation.
LUMA FOUNDATION, ARLES, FRANCE

Back on Track

**CHALLENGE:** Transform a disused French rail yard into an arts center.

**SOLUTION:** Turn two of the site's limestone structures into gallery spaces by replacing their roofs, stabilizing their cast-iron interiors, and strategically placing additional natural and artificial light sources.

**IN 1984, THE SNCF,** France's national railway, shut down a rail yard—with a handful of handsome 19th-century industrial sheds—in the sun-washed southern city of Arles. The so-called Parc des Ateliers, where broken trains had been repaired since the 1850s, was a major employer in the town, which now numbers 54,000 inhabitants. But after the yards closed, the 16-acre sunken site remained unoccupied and unsightly, a dust-bowl next to the Avenue Victor Hugo, one of Arles's main roads. Only the historic Roman amphitheaters and favorite spots of Van Gogh's (he produced 30 paintings here between 1888 and 1889) were able to shore up the town's fortunes with tourism.

But like plenty of other postindustrial sites—the power station in London that's now the Tate Modern and the distillery in Milan was reborn as the Prada Foundation—culture has flowed like water into the spaces that industry left behind. In this case, a radical new arts campus is rising from the ashes of the rail yard, in the private hands of Maja Hoffmann, a Swiss pharmaceutical heiress, philanthropist, and collector of contemporary art who arrived in Arles at just a few weeks old and considers it her hometown. Her foundation, Luma, begun in 2004 with the mission of spurring artistic activity rather than just exhibiting its results, will spend a sum estimated to be north of $100 million on the project. The centerpiece of the new Parc des Ateliers site is Frank Gehry's dazzling (literally, with its stainless-steel cladding) 185-foot-high tower for an art and research center, which will open in 2018. Its architect says the clustered blocks were inspired by the rock formations that occur naturally in the region.

In the meantime, New York-based Selldorf Architects completed the stunning conversion of two nearby buildings last summer: Les Forges, or the foundry building, and the Mecanique Generale, which had been the main repair space. The adapted structures have already hosted a range of events, including performances by Benjamin Millepied's L.A. Dance Project and an installation by artist Jordan Wolfson of a puppet in chains being thrown violently to the floor.

The firm's principal, Annabelle Selldorf, was charged with not only turning the buildings into galleries but also creating a master plan for the Parc. She was a natural choice, having both a long-standing relationship with the art world and a reputation for subtle renovation projects, such as making over a Manhattan roller-skating rink as an art gallery for Hauser & Wirth in 2013. "My work is about proportions, light, and integrity of structure: what the building brings to the project," the architect says.

When Selldorf first visited Arles, she says, she "couldn't take in the incredible size of the site." The cavernous space is 23 feet below the street, on the same level as the railway. "You descend a slope to enter it. And this is not a park in the usual sense—there's all that dusty gravel and intense sun," she adds. Accordingly, Selldorf is working with the Belgian landscape designer Bas Smets on developing a softer context, with newly introduced undulations and greenery that will guide visitors from building to building and create what Hoffmann calls "a public garden for my fellow citizens."

At Les Forges, the architect inherited a gabled structure of soaring columns, steel trusses, and limestone walls. In this former foundry, Selldorf replaced the old roof and its terracotta tiles, stabilized the cast-iron framework, installed concrete floors, and...
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added a mezzanine level to create a total of 31,000 square feet of gallery space. To bring light to the interior, she inserted glazing in the upper and some of the lower windows, where smaller panes or plywood had been placed; she also added a few skylights. In the middle of Les Forges is an alfresco courtyard café, another amenity in this dramatic, elongated volume. "The galleries have worked really well for conferences and symposia through the winter, too," notes Selldorf. The Mécanique building now offers a heroic, open-plan exhibition space of 48,000 square feet, mostly on one floor. Here the cast-iron structure with stuccoed limestone walls needed less extensive repairs. But Selldorf has added a 65-foot-long, column-free extension along the west elevation that mimics the structure's gabled bays—but with a dark gray concrete-block facade and zinc roof whose new materials allude to the building's past: A section had burned down years ago, and the remaining part was simply sealed with concrete blocks. Selldorf has rewritten this history using contemporary architectural language.

The vastness and flexibility of the hall allows a multitude of uses. Last summer, the space accommodated a huge photography show with the insertion of diagonal walls while in an area behind that, dancers performed for an audience seated on temporary bleachers. Washed by day with natural light entering through new elongated glass strips, the revitalized Mécanique felt surprisingly intimate at night.

The site's other major building—a 54,000-square-foot old boiler house called La Grande Halle—was reconfigured in 2008 as a multipurpose structure. French architects Alain Moatti and Henri Rivière added a steel-mesh wall to the west side and a supersize LED screen on the north. Several more renovations are in the works. Another redo by Selldorf, La Formation, is being made into a dance studio and an artists' residence. A cluster of structures at one corner of the site, on part of the ground floor, has an orientation center, but more is planned there, including a hotel. All in all, the blossoming Parc des Ateliers is already creating its own history: the transition from industry to art that tells a truly 21st-century story.

### IN THIS PROJECT

**AWS 57 Ro.Hi**

**MANUFACTURER:** Schüco
**PERFORMANCE:** This roof window, which comes in many styles, has two thermal-insulation standards as well as outer frames in varying heights.
**PRICE RANGE:** $$$
**APPLICATIONS:** The skylight, capable of operating manually or electrically, can open up to a 90-degree angle and accommodates multiple types of glass 1 to 2 inches thick.

[SCHUECO.COM](https://www.schueco.com) (SNAP #209)

**DELTA 10 Sainte Foy**

**MANUFACTURER:** Imerys Toiture
**PERFORMANCE:** This interlocking clay roof tile is so water-resistant that it can be installed on shallow pitches.
**PRICE RANGE:** $$$
**APPLICATIONS:** Ideal for renovation work, the slightly cambered tile—one of five hues—has a variable gauge that allows it to top complex roofs without compromising its watertight properties.

[IMERYS-ROOF-TILES.COM](https://www.imerys-rooftiles.com) (SNAP #210)

**JANISOL PRIMO**

**MANUFACTURER:** Jansen Building Systems
**PERFORMANCE:** This series of thermally insulated steel windows has an installation depth of only 60 mm.
**PRICE RANGE:** $$-$$$ 
**APPLICATIONS:** The windows are available in side-hung, tilt-turn, bottom-hung, and double-vent styles, with and without fixed side panels and skylights.

[JANSEN.COM](https://www.jansen.com) (SNAP #211)

**POPPACK PRO**

**MANUFACTURER:** Thorn Lighting
**PERFORMANCE:** This fluorescent batten range has a slim design, detachable LED engine, and mounting bracket that makes for tool-free surface installation.
**PRICE RANGE:** $$
**APPLICATIONS:** Suited to commercial and retail environments, the light comes in a DALI dimmable version with remote presence/daylight sensors to enhance energy savings.

[THORNLIGHTING.COM](https://www.thornlighting.com) (SNAP #212)
Specify SuperLite II XL 45 for ALL 45-minute applications. Here’s why:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>USA-made SuperLite II XL 45 U.L. &amp; W.H. Listed</th>
<th>Foreign-made Ceramics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>APPEARANCE</strong></td>
<td>Optically clear with no amber tints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FIRE SAFETY</strong></td>
<td>45 minutes with hose stream and FULL RADIANT HEAT PROTECTION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>IMPACT SAFETY</strong></td>
<td>Tempered glass meets CPSC Cat. II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>COST</strong></td>
<td>Affordable $</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STC RATING &amp; THICKNESS</strong></td>
<td>40 STC rating for 3/4 in. (19 mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CLEAR VIEW AREA</strong></td>
<td>Largest tested and listed at 4,952 sq in.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For more information on SuperLite II XL 45 and our complete line of fire rated glass and framing products, visit www.safti.com or call us toll-free at 888.653.3333.
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Within the Solarban® brand family of low-e glass coatings, you'll find a wide array of solar control performance and aesthetic options delivering unparalleled choices. Backed by 50 years of proven reliability and a formula for the future, you can find comfort in the Solarban® glass family.

Start your own stack of Solarban® samples at vitroglazings.com/solarban or 855-VTRO-GLS (887-6457).
TO THE POINT

The audience experience is central to National Sawdust, a music space designed by New York-based Bureau V. Sections of the stage can move up and down (top). The crowd can relax pre- and post-show in the lobby, a dramatic room clad in shiny black tile (right).

Visuals, acoustic strategies, and flexibility of use define the latest generation of performance venues.

BY ASHLEIGH VANHOUTEN

AN UNFORGETTABLE CONCERT or theater piece requires more than great artists. Crafting a space with an eye toward the acoustics, the audience experience, and players' needs can heighten the quality and intensity of the events held within its walls. With these three international venues, design considerations for all the senses take center stage.

NATIONAL SAWDUST, BROOKLYN

According to New York–based architecture firm Bureau V, how an audience perceives National Sawdust's physical space is as important as the musical events held there. The journey begins in the lobby, which is clad in black ceramic tile from Design & Direct Source. This transition area "juxtaposes the building's gritty, postindustrial exterior with its jewel-like interior," says firm principal Peter Zuspan. A 10-foot-square acoustic door custom made by Clark Door slides into the ceiling for a dramatic reveal of the double-height performance space.

Inside, faceted panels of acoustic-speaker fabric and perforated aluminum—fashioned by the local Seetin Design Group—give the room an intimate feel. "We wished to create a soft, patterned envelope that would wrap the audience and become part of each performance," Zuspan explains. Fluorescent fixtures from Bartco MIT8 provide warm house lighting, while linear Plexineon LED strips from iLight Technologies placed in recessed channels, offering discreet, consistent illumination.

The performance hall has no trap doors, curtains, or wings: It's a single open space. Nivoflex and Steeldek helped design the
flexible stage system, which is composed of a dozen 3-by-6-foot platforms that can rise independently from the floor. The entire stage—or parts of it—can ascend or disappear as needed, allowing performers and their audience to explore new dynamics of interaction.

TAYLOR CENTRE FOR THE PERFORMANCE ARTS, MOUNT ROYAL UNIVERSITY, CALGARY, ALBERTA

"We wanted a multipurpose concert hall for all types of music," says Pfeiffer Partners principal William Murray of Bella Concert Hall, part of Mount Royal University's Taylor Centre for the Performing Arts. The Los Angeles- and New York-based firm created the 773-seat space for the Western Canadian institute in association with local practice Sahuri + Partners Architecture. Sound consultants Talaske assisted with acoustic design.

The team sought to offset the hall's large scale (it has 10 theater boxes and an 89-seat choir loft) by creating a second structure within the space. To reference Calgary's prairie heritage, the architects opted for a wood-based design complete with sloping, barn-like ceiling. Beehive-shaped PH Louvre pendants from Louis Poulsen add a warm glow.

More than 9,800 square feet of acoustic material is layered throughout the room, reducing reverberation. Rigid panels cover the ceiling, while the walls feature AccuRoll RW-2o Variable Acoustic banners. Made with a heavy velour, the latter are "more cost effective and look better" than a basic drape, says Pfeiffer's Murray.

An acoustic reflector shaped in the image of the Alberta wild rose, the province's official flower, hangs above the stage. Fashioned from wood backed with shotcrete, it prevents the music from rising to the ceiling and dissipating. "Single petals of the rose reach out over the seating area to help reflect sound to the audience and the balconies," says Murray. The reflector also allows the members of the orchestra to hear themselves.

SHANGHAI INTERNATIONAL DANCE CENTER, SHANGHAI

Completed in September 2016, Asia's first professional dance center is a 970,000-square-foot campus designed by international firm Studios Architecture. Consisting of a 1,200-seat theater, 300-seat recital hall, and dance school, it also serves as Shanghai Ballet and Dance Troupe's headquarters and rehearsal studios.

As one would expect, the performers' needs were key to the design of the center. To attract and accommodate performances from the East and
West, the smaller recital hall has a full fly tower for hoisting curtains, lighting, scenery, and other stage effects. "This is very unusual for a rehearsal theater," says Thomas Yee, a principal at Studios' New York office.

In the main theater, acoustic considerations help artists concentrate. Fabric-wrapped panels on the rear wall of the auditorium muffle audience members' voices, while cushions on the seats also absorb sound. In areas where the performers need to hear, glass-reinforced gypsum panels—painted to emulate wood—line the ceilings and walls. Each 50 mm-thick panel has an insulated backing that creates a richer sound for listeners.

It is further proof that the way a performance is experienced by audience and player alike relies heavily on the venue's design. After all, architectural embellishments can transport you from a concert hall to a rural barn, a stage can bring guests and artists together, and optimized acoustics can ensure you don't miss a single note.
Introducing Fraxion 2.0™, the shallowest family of LED fixed downlights, adjustable accents and wallwashers on the market—with all the options you expect from Lucifer Lighting. This precision engineered fixture offers highly flexible, field-changeable proprietary optics—from 15° to 85°—delivers up to 2600 lumens and is compatible with all driver types for a variety of dimming alternatives. Sleek, industrial design provides trimless and flange-overlay options for both IC and NIC ceilings to integrate seamlessly in architecture.

Fraxion 2.0: a class of its own. PATENT PENDING.

lucifertlighting.com
Branching Out

ARCHITECTS ARE RARELY given the latitude to let their creativity run wild. But when architects are both designer and client, they have the opportunity to really push the envelope. In the case of Patch22, an Amsterdam apartment building constructed by Frantzen et al architecten and financed by firm founder Tom Frantzen's Lemniskade Projects, the envelope in question is a striking wooden one featuring a staggered box composition and exposed-truss pattern.

Frantzen drew inspiration for the signature redwood trusses from the building's surroundings: an industrial harborside neighborhood that is being transformed into a mixed-use urban area. These 450-millimeter-wide-by-800-long beams span the front exterior of Patch22's six floors, crisscrossing plate-glass windows that overlook the river IJ. Douglas fir impregnated with fungicide clads the east and west elevations. All sides of the building's interior structural wood elements are 80 millimeters thicker than standard dimensions, to increase burn time and meet fire regulations.

Patch22, in fact, is the first apartment building in the Netherlands to use this approach to fire safety, as the country has no precedent for wooden residential structures.

Patch22's industrial aesthetic carries through to the interiors, which feature glue-laminated and cross-laminated timber trusses paired with raw concrete floors and beams. Much of the building's ground floor is wrapped in glass rather than wood, a decision Frantzen made as he envisioned the various functions for this level, retail and office space included. The floor's transparency gives the rest of the structure—also the tallest residential building in the Netherlands—the appearance of floating above the site. Adds Frantzen, “It looks as if the wind shook up all the floors.” —Sharon Katz
**Hand Grade Collection Sextant**

**Manufacturer:** MDC

**Performance:** Constructed with sustainably sourced timber, this wood-veneer wallcovering with a paper backing comes on a 1-yard-wide by 12-yard-long roll.

**Price Range:** $$$

**Applications:** Interior designer Jamie Beckwith reinterpreted the Moorish arabesque shape for commercial wall and ceiling applications in seven hues of large-scale, inlaid wood. The class A fire-rated covering can also be used on curved surfaces.

[MDCWALL.COM](http://MDCWALL.COM) (SNAP #214)

**Hand Grade Collection**

**Manufacturer:** Havwoods

**Performance:** All models in this engineered-wood line have a 6-millimeter European oak wear layer finished with hard-wax oil, a water- and boil-proof plywood core, and a European oak base.

**Price Range:** $$$

**Applications:** Available in two surfaces and numerous stains and grain patterns, the series suits residential and commercial settings. The planks—up to 13 feet long by nearly 1½ feet wide—are FSC- and Cradle to Cradle Bronze-certified.

[HAVWOODSUSA.COM](http://HAVWOODSUSA.COM) (SNAP #213)

**Brushed Tusk Palm**

**Manufacturer:** Smith & Fong

**Performance:** Inspired by and sourced from rural India, these floor planks with a sugar-palm top and birch plywood base measure ¾ inch thick by ⅝ wide; lengths can vary up to 5 feet.

**Price Range:** $$$

**Applications:** Rated for residential and commercial applications alike, the visually intriguing flooring is ideal for everything from retail stores to education facilities to government interiors.

[Plyboo.com](http://Plyboo.com) (SNAP #215)

**Bildenwood**

**Manufacturer:** Wolf-Gordon

**Performance:** Precoated with matte lacquer, the veneer wallcoverings resist fading and eliminate the need for sanding and finishing. The proprietary backing was specially developed for installation on drywall.

**Price Range:** $$

**Applications:** The commercial-grade BildenWood series is lightweight and flexible enough to wrap curved walls and columns. The sheets, in 2-foot widths and 8- or 10-foot heights, come in six wood species.

[WOLFordon.COM](http://WOLFordon.COM) (SNAP #216)

---

**Room to Breathe**

**Tranquility Can Be** hard to find in distraction-rife New York. To aid in the process, entrepreneur Khajak Keledjian developed **Inscape**, a 6,000-square-foot guided-meditation studio in Manhattan's Flatiron district.

Keledjian tapped local firm **Archi-Tectonics**, led by **Winka Dubbeldam**, to help him realize his vision. Understanding that “meditation requires a different state of mind, a transition into a completely ‘other’ space,” says Dubbeldam, she fashioned an immersive environment that creates “an erasure between ceiling and walls and a continuous surface of light and shadows.”

The architect opted for a series of soft ellipsoid spaces, the most dramatic of which is the main room; it contains a spiraling 10-foot-high bamboo dome draped with light-transmitting sailcloth. The ⅝-inch-wide bamboo latticework extends from the ceiling to the structure’s base, meeting the Plyboo—bamboo plywood—bench that encircles the room. A floor of flat-grain Plyboo completes this natural wood wrapper.

At the base of the dome, LEDs produce a low, brightly illuminated ring that recalls a horizon. Gradated light travels upward toward the ceiling, glowing softly through the fabric before culminating in a brilliant spot located in the center of the latticework. “The open oculus symbolizes eternal space and an opening of the mind,” says Dubbeldam of that crowning feature. “Once inside the dome, with its controlled environment of light, sound, and air, one can concentrate on oneself, leaving the world outside.” —SK
GARAVENTA HOME ELEVATOR presents....

ADVANCEMENTS IN MODERN TECHNOLOGY!

Then... basic & clunky > Now... fast & sleek

Then... poor visibility > Now... badass

Then... accordion gate left open, elevator won't run > Now... cost-effective sliding doors - safer & more reliable

1.800.663.6556

www.garaventalift.com
One of the industry's strongest, longest-lasting architectural pavers just got even better.
Made in the USA since 1955 for unmatched strength, beauty and customization.

Property:
Compressive Strength
Water Absorption
Flexural Strength
Freeze/Thaw
Center Load

Test Method:
ASTM C 140-16
ASTM C 140-16
ASTM C 293-16
ASTM C 1262-10
WTCL 99

TECTURA designs
A WAUSAU TILE INC. BRAND

TECTURADESIGNS.COM
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TASKED WITH PROVIDING the perfect bathroom faucets for *Talisman C*, a three-floor, 230-foot charter ship, London–based yacht design studio *H2* considered more than aesthetics. Of course the fixtures had to be luxurious, matching the Art Deco motif of the ship’s lounges, bedrooms, and fitness area. But the pieces also had to be able to withstand salt, sand, and moisture.

*Graff*’s Luna hardware fit the bill. The collection’s most dramatic fixture—the 39-inch-long, wall-mount vessel filler—floats above the sinks, freeing up the limited counter space. Water streams down the fitting’s curved length; a wall-mount lever controls its flow.

Yet it was the finish of the sculptural piece—*Graff*’s patented polished chrome over solid brass—that sealed the deal. The highly durable combination is “well suited for environments with elevated humidity and salinity,” says Javier Korneluk, senior director of global sales and marketing. The finish also inhibits discoloration of the fixtures, corrosion of the metals, and other signs of wear and tear. Luna was a moon shot that has proved seaworthy indeed.—Ashleigh VanHouten
Go with the Flow

IN DECEMBER, plumbing systems manufacturer Sloan donated 15 of its high-efficiency Hybrid urinals to the Metropolitan Water Reclamation District (MWRD) of Greater Chicago. Installed in the agency’s office just off the Magnificent Mile, the urinals are on track to save 585,000 gallons of water annually. They also are part of a wider pilot program seeking to slash Chicago’s use of carbon-intensive potable water.

A shared desire to protect nearby Lake Michigan drove the partnership, says Sloan chairman Chuck Allen. The Hybrid models were chosen, he adds, because of their water-free operation, odor-control, and automatic-cleaning features. Indeed: Exactly one gallon of water flows through each unit’s housing and pipes every 72 hours, removing sediment and preventing buildup in the lines.

As the first local government unit in Cook County to install such urinals, the MWRD is now challenging neighboring municipalities to reduce their public water consumption as well. “Anything we can do to conserve resources,” says agency president Mariyana Spyropoulou, “is a win for everybody.” —AV
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TRANSFORMING THE FUTURE OF LIGHT AND TECHNOLOGY

PHILADELPHIA, PA USA
Pennsylvania Convention Center

PRE-CONFERENCE
May 7 – 8, 2017

TRADE SHOW & CONFERENCE
May 9 – 11, 2017

LIGHTFAIR.COM
WE’D LIKE TO SAY WE ARE PUSHING THE BOUNDARIES, BUT WHEN IT COMES TO FLOORS, WE DON’T HAVE BOUNDARIES.

ENDLESS PERFORMANCE. ENDLESS DESIGN.

Manufactured and installed, we bring you proven seamless floor solutions. Sterile, stain-resistant, high-impact floors for healthcare environments. From corridors to critical care, we take full responsibility for products and installation.
The Big Breezy

SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA, benefits from a temperate climate that encourages outdoor living. Expansive, operable openings are common in the buildings and homes as everyone—the local NBA team included—wants to take advantage of the region’s cooling Delta Breeze. To that end, design and engineering firm AECOM added five lift-strap bifold doors from Schweiss to the primary entrance of Golden 1 Center, a 17,500-seat arena that serves as the home base of the Golden State Warriors.

Each door weighs about 28,000 pounds and measures 41½ feet high by at least 29 feet wide. Three lean from the building at an 11-degree angle, allowing them to provide shade and prevent glare. When closed, the doors don’t reach the ground; rather, they sit atop a permanent, conventionally scaled turnstile entryway system.

Figuring out how to produce the canted doors required eight months of effort and numerous customizations.

Where openings of this size would normally require at least 10 straps per door, the architects insisted on only five, says Schweiss owner Mike Schweiss. The client also requested that the fasteners be spaced so they would disappear behind the doors’ vertical mullions when viewed from the exterior. To achieve both aims, the fabricators extended the straps to six inches—double the normal size—and reengineered the lift widgetry to accommodate the larger spans. Glaziers Bagatelas Architectural Glass also added a three-inch-deep aluminum curtain wall to accommodate the doors’ massive expanses of steel-tube framing.

The copious light, fresh air, and natural cooling provided by the Schweiss entryways are some of many reasons that Golden 1 received a LEED Platinum rating, a first for an enclosed arena. Says Schweiss of the project: “It took us out of our comfort zone and tested us in every which way.”

—Braulio Agnese
A Different Shade

**ELECTROCHROMIC GLASS** is a modern marvel. It goes from translucent to opaque when a charge is added, offering privacy and minimizing solar heat gain, thus eliminating the need for blinds or drapes. This optic effect has historically been created by coating two panes with tin oxide—which makes the glass electrically conductive—and then adding a layer of tungsten oxide to one of them. When voltage is applied, the oxide’s ions undergo a chemical reaction, temporarily turning dark blue. Since tungsten is always used, all activated electrochromic glass is blue. But that might soon change.

In early January, Germany’s *Fraunhofer Institute for Applied Polymer Research* (*Fraunhofer IAP*) announced a manufacturing method for electrochromic glass that could allow for multiple color options. The new process replaces the reactive oxide coating with a mixture of organic monomers, resin, and electrochromic molecules. Alter the particular monomer, the researchers discovered, and you alter the color of the glass.

Monomers have advantages beyond aesthetics. According to *Fraunhofer IAP* scientist Volker Eberhardt, they require less energy than oxides to react; their reaction time is also up to 30 times faster. (This new process turns a 13-square-foot pane of glass totally dark in 20 to 30 seconds, rather than the 10 minutes it now takes.) Furthermore, the resin fortifies the electrochromic glass, making it sturdier than current iterations. “A pane comprising just two layers can be used as overhead glazing or in surfaces meant to be walked upon,” says Eberhardt of the new formulation, noting it now takes three or four panes to achieve similar strength. Using less material means cost savings. That’s some shady business we all can get behind.—BA

**SEE CHANGE**
Germany’s *Fraunhofer Institute for Applied Polymer Research* worked with yacht glazing specialist Tilse Formglas to develop a method of producing electrochromic glass that allows for pane colors other than the standard blue.
UNIQUE.
DISTINCT.
FACADES.

WHY DRI-DESIGN?
Dri-Design Tapered Series Panels provide the unique ability to use light as an added dimension of design. The distinct, multi-faceted aluminum façade at the Ventura College Applied Science Center utilizes the tapered panels to give the impression of many shades, though only painted one color. Even with this unique look, Dri-Design’s signature ease of installation and water management system are maintained, and only a single plane of substrate is needed.

- No sealants, gaskets or butyl tape means no streaking and no maintenance for owners.
- Not laminated or a composite material, so panels will never delaminate.
- At Dri-Design, we have a strict policy of recycling and creating products that the world can live with.
- Fully tested to exceed ASTM standards and the latest AAMA 508-07.
- Available in a variety of materials and colors.

616.355.2970 / DRI-DESIGN.COM

Come see us at the AIA National Convention in Orlando, FL
April 27–29, 2017 – Booth #7151
Discover the unmatched realism and performance of our naturally-made full-bed and thin stone products.
Sustainable Surfaces

In February, furnishings giant IKEA launched Kungsbacka, a line of kitchen cabinetry fronts like no other. Designed with Swedish studio Form Us With Love, the anthracite-gray, matte-finish surfaces are made entirely of recycled waste, namely PET bottles and reclaimed industrial wood.

IKEA began the development process in March 2015, working with 3B, a Salgareda, Italy–based research and development company, to develop a plastic-foil veneer derived from PET, a recyclable plastic resin used in food packaging, clothing, and carpets. This material is laminated upon particleboard fronts made from reclaimed wood, resulting in an impact-resistant and easily cleaned surface that IKEA backs with a 25-year limited warranty.

Available in the United States and Sweden, the Kungsbacka collection features six pieces, including a toe kick, a 15-by-30-inch door front, and a two-door corner-base cabinet set. The line can be used with a range of IKEA kitchen systems.

"What we do has a big effect on the environment because we work with such large quantities," says Anna Granath, an IKEA product developer. "With the new material, we can avoid using an oil-based plastic and produce more sustainably—without having to compromise quality, form, or price." —Aileen Kwun
400 SERIES DF 480/481
**MANUFACTURER:** Kohler
**PERFORMANCE:** This faucet with three spray settings (one each for cleaning, filling pots, and food prep) has a pulldown sprayhead that magnetically docks in place.

**PRICE RANGE:** $>$$

**APPLICATIONS:** Bringing professional performance to residential settings, the single-lever fixture has a 1.5 gpm flow rate and is available in three finishes: polished chrome, polished nickel, and stainless steel.

US.KOHLER.COM (SNAP #226)

TOURNANT
**MANUFACTURER:** Liebherr
**PERFORMANCE:** The slim refrigerator-freezer tower features a BioFresh technology that maintains varying humidity levels throughout the unit. The SmartSteel exterior is scratch- and fingerprint-resistant.

**PRICE RANGE:** $$$

**APPLICATIONS:** The narrow 24-inch profile makes the model ideal for condos, small dwellings, and galley kitchens; it can be left freestanding or installed as a semi built-in.

LIEBHERR.COM
(SNAP #227)

CBS 1360
**MANUFACTURER:** Liebherr
**PERFORMANCE:** Able to produce up to 39 pounds of ice daily, the stainless-steel unit features waterproof LED lighting and multifunction controls with smart settings.

**PRICE RANGE:** $5–$$$

**APPLICATIONS:** The three installation options include an ADA-compliant one; several door choices are available, glass among them.

AGAMARVEL.COM
(SNAP #228)

---

**KEY**

$ = VALUE, $$ = MID-RANGE, $$$ = HIGH-END

* = ECO-FRIENDLY ATTRIBUTES

---

The Connected Kitchen

If the house is a machine for living, it only follows that the kitchen is a machine for cooking—one that's increasingly powered with wireless technology as industry players keep moving toward automated systems.

At January's Kitchen and Bath Industry Show (KBIS), Italian manufacturer Elica added models (an aspirating cooktop among them) to its Stream collection, which uses wireless sensory technology to optimize ventilation and cooking settings. European kitchen brand Bosch also launched its cross-platform Home Connect collection; these smartphone-enabled appliances include refrigerators, coffeemakers, ovens, dishwashers, and washers and dryers. Operable with iOS and Android devices—as well as compatible with Amazon and Nest proprietary software and controllers—the new offerings allow for remote activation and automated safety measures. For example, a Nest Protect smoke alarm can sync with a smart oven, warning a user of a push notification on her smartphone that she should change her oven settings or turn off the appliance to avoid burning the food.

Beyond the screen of a smartphone app, GE Appliances will continue to roll out its new Geneva voice assistant: the first Amazon Alexa "skill" to be applied to a broad range of kitchen appliances. Geneva will be compatible with the brand's 70-strong line of existing WiFi-connected kitchen appliances, plus more than 40 additional products launching this year. Aside from convenience and energy savings, this feature is "an important tool for mobility and accessibility," says Bill Gardner, GE Appliances' program manager for voice integration. "Everyone thinks technology is for the young," he points out, "but these kinds of tools are made for many types of users and abilities." —AK
IT'S HOW YOU GET TO THE TOP THAT MATTERS!

Steel Ladder

- Heavy and difficult to install
- Susceptible to rust
- Requires maintenance and costs money over time

O’Keeffe’s Aluminum Ladders

- Lightweight, high strength aluminum
- Resistant to rust
- Maintenance free and low cost

SNAP 24

O’Keeffe’s Inc.
Proudly made in USA
www.okeeffes.com
Toll Free: 888.653.3333

ACCESS • SHIP • CAGE • CUSTOM

O’Keeffe’s Inc.
75 Years
SINCE 1939
The Overly Evolution metal wall and roof system is without raised batten or standing seams and exposed fasteners. The system consists of a hidden drain channel, compression bar, cover cap and cladding sheets. The smooth, contemporary design appears monolithic when viewed from just a short distance. It's an 'Evolution' to all the standard metal wall and roof systems available throughout the history of the industry.

Applications
The Overly Evolution system can be installed on sloped roofs and vertical walls. Panels can be curved and/or tapered for barrel vaults and domes or spherical shapes. The system features hidden fasteners and an internal drainage component which removes any moisture that migrates into the system and skillfully designed joints which allow for expansion and contraction. The system is the exterior exposed component of a wall/roof composite assembly. Several composite assemblies are available ranging from thin to thick as determined by aesthetic preferences or as necessary to meet performance requirements such as thermal, structural and fire ratings.

Materials
- Aluminum Alloy 3003-H14, Standard Thickness 18 gauge (.040")–16 gauge (.050") available in painted K500 finishes, brushed and mill finishes
- Stainless Steel type 304 and type 316, 24 gauge (.024")–20 gauge (.036") available in 2B, 2D, #4 and several custom directional and non-directional finishes
- Titanium Grade 1, gauges .018"-.024" available in standard mill or matte finishes
- Zinc, gauge .028"–.032" available in natural or pre-weathered finishes
- Recycled content varies upon material selected. 100% recyclability of all metal components

System Design Data
- Width of Compression Cover: 2.75"
- Minimum/Maximum Spacing between Compression Covers: 12"–48"
- Maximum Length of Panels: 40'
- Compression Extrusion Thickness: .056"
- Channel Extrusion Thickness: .056"
- Test data in accordance with ASTM E 283, ASTM E 330, ASTM E 331 and UL 580 (Class 90 available upon request)
IN SOUTH CENTRAL TEXAS, where the San Antonio River meets the San Pedro Creek, a sculptural pavilion is taking form. Confluence Park—designed by local architectural firm Lake|Flato and slated to open by year-end—will serve as an educational outpost and recreational facility for the San Antonio region. Its signature structure will be made from 28 concrete panels, each between 20 and 27 feet tall and shaped like a flower petal. They will direct water into a 100,000-gallon belowground storage tank, where the contents will be filtered and reused elsewhere in the park.

Andrew Kudless, of the San Francisco-based design studio Matsys, devised the pavilion’s form. “Andrew’s work is based on an understanding of material, biology, and sustainability,” says Lake|Flato associate partner Tenna Florian. After initial investigations into a shed-like building, Kudless began to envision the structure as a series of curved pieces that would funnel rainwater the way “the leaves of a calla lily bring water down to its stem and root system,” he explains.

While Kudless and the client considered constructing the structure from glulam or steel and tensile fabric, they settled on concrete for its durability and aesthetic qualities. “Conceptually, it had the desired monumental look,” says Kudless. In a variation on tilt-slab construction, the panels are being cast on-site with fiberglass forms. The pavilion’s interior will have a smooth finish while the exterior—open to the air during fabrication—will be rougher in texture.

Once cast, the petals will be lifted into place and stand about 4 inches apart from one another. “The pavilion wasn’t designed to be a watertight refuge,” Kudless explains. So like its organic inspiration, he adds, “when it rains, it will celebrate the rain.” —Miriam Sitz
Solid as a Rock

**CONCRETE HAS LONG** been trying to shake its reputation as that reliable but dull building material. Now, thanks to a spate of high-concept outdoor furniture pieces, the humble substance might finally achieve its goal.

Holly Hunt’s Cachalot table series highlights concrete’s visual capabilities. “The pieces’ backs absorb color and light, providing a flat and even tone,” explains design director Alberto Valez of the sculpted and polished forms, “while their flat tops reveal the material’s more familiar depth and texture.”

Modeled after quartz crystals, Alexander Lotersztain’s QTZ Concrete Edition of exterior furniture debuted in April at the haute Rossana Orlandi gallery in Milan. It was first seen stateside in November, during Design Miami, when manufacturer Ivanka displayed the massive limited-edition pieces—which include lounge chairs with and without a headrest, a table, and a footrest—in select galleries and along city streets.

Finally, Landscape Forms continues working with Meldstone, its proprietary ultrahigh-performance concrete. Products like the modernist Strata bench take advantage of the material which, unlike traditional cast-concrete efforts, allows designers to create “thin, strong forms that are structurally robust while visually light and fluid,” says Kirt Martin, vice president of design and marketing. Just call it romancing the stone. —Julie Taraska
ALUMILINE -
Metal Ceilings & Walls

Alumiline Linear Metal Ceiling System planks are available in elegant 8', 10', or custom lengths. This industry-first ceiling plank design is made from extruded aluminum and is not pan-rolled like traditional metal ceiling panels. Alumiline is an excellent choice for external applications or high-humidity environments such as soffits, carports, or swimming pools. For projects requiring sound absorption, recycled cotton acoustical backer can be installed above the Alumiline ceiling.

Features & Benefits:
- Fast & easy installation
- No special tools required for installation clips
- Washable, scrub-safe, mold- & mildew-resistant
- Aluminum trim available
- Can be used on vertical wall applications using direct attach clips
- Scored, radius, or barrel vault instructions available using radius grid
- Available for interior & exterior applications
- Acoustical control is accomplished by installing ASI Echo Eliminator™ or Quiet Liner™ above or behind

Applications:
Auditoriums, bars, restaurants, conference and board rooms, open office areas, hotels, sports and entertainment venues, casinos, aquatic centers, retail stores, theaters, convention centers, lobbies, gymnasiums, arenas, houses of worship, schools, airports, rail stations and more.

Alumiline Wall Install Video Available on YouTube!

Please search “YouTube/Acoustigreen” to see our NEW Alumiline wall install video, and other product installation videos.”

ACOUSTICAL SURFACES, INC.

CELEBRATING 35 YEARS - SOUNDPROOFING, ACOUSTICS, NOISE & VIBRATION SPECIALISTS!
952.448.5300 | 800.448.0121 | sales@acousticalsurfaces.com | www.acousticalsurfaces.com

SNAP-150
Bicycle Storage Solutions
Catching the Wave

Activity is surging down south.

By J. Michael Welton

Manufacturing in the Gulf Coast region is positively humming along.

Five years ago, the Manufacturers Association of Florida began laying a foundation for future growth. Turning to the state’s lawmakers, the Tallahassee-based group sought to remove business “roadblocks,” says director Amanda Bowen, including a sales tax on manufacturing equipment. “A year ago, we were successful in getting legislation passed for permanent exemption,” she says. “And that has made the state very competitive.”

Next door in Alabama, Robinson Iron is enjoying a profitable mix of product sales and restoration projects. “We’re doing work on governors’ mansions and government buildings, including in Washington, D.C.,” says Luke Robinson, sales and marketing manager of the Alexander City-based company. “We’re very adaptable, and that’s our biggest strength.”

At Acme Brick in Fort Worth, production has ramped up but not to pre-2008 levels. As housing starts rise nationwide, the company’s many face-brick-making facilities are revving up; they’re now operating at 75 percent capacity. “One-and-a-half-million starts a year is ideal, and we surpassed one million last year,” says Ed Watson, senior vice president of production. “Experts say it may be three to four more years before we return to where we were—as long as there’s not another dip.”

Louisiana is sitting pretty, at the top of a market awash in liquefied natural gas produced by fracking in North Dakota, Pennsylvania, and Texas. Pipelines connect these sites to five Louisiana deepwater ports that can readily dispatch gas to eager markets in Japan, Korea, and Taiwan. “As the pricing structure has changed, the gas has become more affordable,” says Don Pierson, Louisiana’s secretary of economic development, of the surge.

On the Gulf Coast, the good times are back at last.
SNAPSHOTS

ALABAMA

In 2016, there were more than 122,000 timber-production and -processing jobs in the Cotton State.

There are 23 million acres of timberland in Alabama, accounting for 69% of its total land area.

SOURCE: ALABAMA FORESTRY COMMISSION

FLORIDA

The Sunshine State is home to over 19,000 manufacturers that employ more than 331,000 workers.

Florida produces a wide array of goods, including batteries, pharmaceuticals, communications equipment, and aerospace products.

SOURCE: ENTERPRISE FLORIDA

LOUISIANA

The Pelican State's forest-products industry contains 900 firms in 45 parishes and directly employs over 25,000 people.

Private landowners own 62% of the state's 13.8 million acres of forestland, forest-products industries own 29%, and the general public owns 9%.

SOURCE: LOUISIANA DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE AND FORESTRY

TEXAS

February was the eighth straight month that factory activity increased in the Lone Star State.

At the same time, the state's manufacturing employment index posted a second positive reading in a row, edging up from 6.1 to 9.6.

SOURCE: TEXAS MANUFACTURING OUTLOOK SURVEY; FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF DALLAS

MANUFACTURER: Robinson Iron
LOCATION: Alexander City, Alabama
PRODUCTS: Cast metal, bronze aluminum, and iron for interior and exterior uses.
FOUNDED: 1973
EMPLOYEES: 35
PRICE RANGE: $$$
ROBINSONIRON.COM

MANUFACTURER: American Sanitary Partition
LOCATION: Ocoee, Florida
PRODUCTS: Toilet partitions and shower dividers.
FOUNDED: 1932
EMPLOYEES: 30+
PRICE RANGE: $-$$$$ AM-SANITARY-PARTITION.COM

MANUFACTURER: Bluworld of Water
LOCATION: Orlando
PRODUCTS: Custom water features such as fountains, pools, waterfalls, and water walls.
FOUNDED: 1998
EMPLOYEES: 75–100
PRICE RANGE: $-$$$$ BLUWORLDUSA.COM
Open and unfold at the touch of a button!

Automatic Super Simplex Folding Stairway

Precision Ladders' NEW patent-pending folding stairway can be configured for ceiling heights up to 16'. This new generation of stairway shares the following characteristics with the original Super Simplex Disappearing Stairway:

- 500 lbs load rating
- Actual shear of rivets tested to 1175 lbs
- Steel frame
- Extruded aluminum treads and siderails
- 5 3/16" x 16 1/2" clear tread area
- Can be used for either attic or roof access (limited)

Features unique to the Automatic Super Simplex:

- Can be operated from above or below
- Operated via wireless wall-mounted keypad
- Powerful 24v DC motor provides ultra-quiet operation, along with variable speed smooth start and smooth stop
- Motor has an enclosed gear case which provides continuous lubrication and protection for longer life and smoother operation
- No special wiring required, runs on 120 volt, 30 amp circuit
- Evercharge stand-by power system will allow stair to be operated for up to 10 full cycles within a 24 hour period in the event of a power outage.

MADE IN THE USA SINCE 1942

Precision Ladders, LLC • P.O. Box 2279 • Morristown, TN 37816
Phone: (800) 225-7814 or (423) 586-2265 • Fax: (423) 586-2091
e-mail:autosimplex@precisionladders.com www.precisionladders.com
DESIGN ENABLER

ENABLING ARCHITECTS TO DO MORE WITH GLASS

THE FIRST AND ONLY ICC-APPROVED BASE SHOE SYSTEM FOR GLASS RAILING

C.R. Laurence has partnered directly with the International Code Council (ICC) to develop acceptance criteria to take the guesswork out of railing code compliance—an effort that aligns with our decades-long commitment to developing innovative systems that enhance safety and aesthetics. In doing so, CRL GRS TAPER-LOC® Glass Railing Systems for monolithic and laminated glass have received ICC-ES approval; a first for CRL, a first for ICC, and a credential offered by no other base shoe system.

SPECIFY CONFIDENTLY. SPECIFY CRL TAPER-LOC®

- ICC-ES Approval ESR-3269 (Monolithic)
- ICC-ES Approval ESR-3842 (Laminated)
- 2015 IBC Section 2407 Compliant
- Satisfies L.A. Department of Building Safety (LABS)
- Large Missile Impact Tested (Laminated)
- "Multiple Hollow" Base Shoe Design Now 30% Lighter

"Most Innovative Commercial Hardware Product"
— Glass Magazine

CRL
US ALUMINUM
crl-arch.com/TAPERLOC

TAPER-LOC.X
DRY GLAZE RAILING SYSTEM
U.S. Patent Nos. 8,122,654 & 8,201,366
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Steel windows from the early 20th century were big, with true divided lites and single pane glass. Accurately reproducing them means incorporating modern materials and insulating glass to create a contemporary version of this classic design.

Graham's innovative SR6700 meets the challenge. This authentic look is achieved with large openings, minimal sightlines, applied grids and even a floating vent. So authentic that we have helped numerous projects attain National Park Service historic approval. Bring your vision to life. Call Graham.

Learn more about Graham's SR6700: grahamwindows.com/SN67
The new Design Building at the University of Massachusetts Amherst eschewed steel, becoming the largest academic facility made of technologically advanced timber.

BY BELINDA LANKS

THE BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION TECHNOLOGY (BCT) program at the University of Massachusetts Amherst has built a reputation on its research of innovative wood-construction technologies. So when the school announced a plan to bring under one roof all its design disciplines—BCT, architecture, and landscape architecture and regional planning—the faculty seized the opportunity to put its academic work into practice. The result is the recently completed 87,500-square-foot Design Building. Created by Boston-based Leers Weinzapfel Associates (LWA), the structure is not only the first academic facility to be made of engineered cross-laminated timber (CLT), an environmentally friendly super-plywood developed as an alternative to stone, masonry, concrete, and steel. It also is the first building in the United States to use a composite flooring system made of cast-in-place concrete and CLT.

"Many people think of wood as just an old material," says BCT program director Alex Schreyer. "Our group wanted to show how we could work with it in contemporary terms." To that end, LWA demonstrated CLT's ability to handle horizontal and vertical loads by utilizing the material for the building's exposed glulam frame as well as on the various shaft walls for the stairs, elevator tower, and mechanical systems. In the two-story atrium, where exposed CLT panels span up to 65 feet in an open common area, the architects pushed the material further: They collaborated with engineering firm Equilibrium Consulting on an innovative "zipper" truss system.
system of glulam beams and steel rods that would support the CLT-concrete composite floor above and the weight of the building's green roof.

"All the members of the seven trusses converge at a single midpoint like a closed zipper," says LWA principal Tom Chung, "hence the terminology." Aside from their visual impact, he explains, the trusses are more materially efficient than thick steel or wood options. They also eliminate the need for vertical supports. "We probably cut the number of beams required in a steel structure by half," he adds.

The finished form departs from the expected, both inside and out. "Most mass-timber buildings in the United States have been basically rectangular boxes," says Chung. By contrast, the Design Building has a cantilevered entryway and, in response to a sloping site, stands four stories on its downhill side and three on the uphill side.

Although the use of CLT makes a substantial contribution, it is just one of the building's green features. For example, LWA maximized natural light by adding glass fronts to the structure's office spaces, which wrap around an outdoor courtyard that doubles as an open-air classroom. The firm also placed skylights in the ceiling of the lower floor to draw light into the building's interior. The architects minimized solar heat gain through the calculated placement and size of windows as well as by specifying self-shading electrochromic glass, which tints in response to direct light, on the south- and west-facing curtain walls.

The building's high-performance envelope has two-part insulation: mineral wool along the outside of the sheathing and behind the rainscreen, plus staple insulation in the cavities of the metal-stud drywall backup assembly. In addition, LWA broke up the mechanics into zones. Four air-handling systems serve their respective areas so that heating and cooling aren't wasted on empty space. Radiant heat on the ground floor and chilled beams throughout the building increase the energy savings.

Finally, in the upstairs exterior courtyard, integrated landscaping by local studio Stephen Stimson Associates includes a stormwater management system that directs roof runoff to a series of bioswales. Principal Lauren Stimson says her team opted for native mosses, ferns, young spruces, and evergreens instead of the standard sedum which, although drought-resistant, "doesn't feel like New England." The structure's green roof reduces the heat island effect and slows stormwater runoff.

UMass Amherst's design departments hope their new building will encourage CLT construction to take greater hold in the United States. One hindrance to the material's adoption, the architects say, is that utilizing it requires a special permitting process. The designers also had to correct the misconception that heavy timber is less fire-resistant than steel.

In the case of the Design Building, it might have taken extra effort to use CLT, but the result satisfies the design faculty's goal of showcasing a large-scale application of its research. "It demonstrates this sustainable technology is feasible and cost-efficient," says Schreyer. In fact, the $52 million Design Building—which is aiming for LEED Gold certification—is one of those rare instances of innovation coming in on budget.
Our team has been trusted for over 40 years to provide technical expertise and project support in the exploration of segmental paving product options.

Optimizing color, finish, texture and size, we have what it takes to bring your vision to life.

**PROMENADE™ PLANK PAVER**

Contemporary, linear pavement system. Multiple sizes. Custom finish and color options available. Variety of ready-to-ship colors.

Contact your Unilock Representative for samples, product information and to arrange a Lunch & Learn for your team.
A Thirst for More
Forward-thinking project teams regard water as a precious resource.

BY JOANN GONCHAR, AIA

SOME HAVE DECLARED California's water woes over. As of early last month, precipitation in many parts of the state was on track to make this winter one of the wettest on record. Reservoirs were filling up—so much so that one dam in Northern California seemed on the verge of collapse.

But others say not so fast. At press time, much of the middle and southern part of California was still considered in moderate to severe drought. And in fact, the state's Water Resources Control Board announced an extension of its existing conservation regulations on February 8, with prohibitions against practices such as watering lawns after rainstorms and hosing down sidewalks and driveways. The board cited still-depleted groundwater supplies and the lingering effects of the drought on agriculture, fish, and wildlife.

Those who follow water-use issues closely, however, say that conservation is not just for drought-plagued regions and arid places. Rob McDonald, the lead scientist for the Global Cities program at the Nature Conservancy, points to the effects of climate change. Water supplies all over the world will see the results of warming temperatures, shifting precipitation patterns, and more extreme weather.

Other sources make the case that conserving water means saving energy. They point to a relationship known as the "energy-water nexus." The term is used to describe the interdependence of water used for energy production and the energy consumed to extract, purify, heat, or cool water, and then to clean and dispose of wastewater.

"Managing and moving water around has a substantial energy footprint," says Justin Stenkamp, a senior associate in the Seattle office of engineering firm PAE. The amount of energy expended on water varies greatly by region, but nationwide it accounts for about 4 percent of electricity consumption, according to a 2002 Electric Power Research Institute report.

Using less water also means improved water quality. Amy Vickers, an independent water-planning and policy consultant based in Amherst, Massachusetts, cites the problem of algae growth in waterways caused by runoff from farms and yards.

But what can architects and their consultants do about these problems at the scale of individual buildings? With so much water policy set at the state and regional levels, it is only natural for design teams to assume that there is little they can do beyond selecting efficient plumbing fixtures or specifying native landscaping. However, architects can help reduce water use dramatically by looking at their projects holistically.

One possible road map is offered by the water-conservation ambitions of the stringent Living Building Challenge certification program (LBC), which requires "net-positive" water performance. According to the International Living Future Institute (ILFI), the nonprofit organization that oversees the LBC, this means that a project's water supply must come from captured precipitation or recycled water; stormwater and wastewater also should be managed on-site.
CONTINUING EDUCATION: WATER CONSERVATION
FROM ARCHITECTURAL RECORD

Demonstrate that it has been an advocate for change. Lately, however, LBC projects have had some success implementing progressive water strategies. One such project is the Chesapeake Bay Foundation's Brock Environmental Center in Virginia Beach, Virginia, designed by SmithGroupJJR. The 10,000-square-foot structure hosts the nonprofit's educational and outreach programs and houses offices for its staff. Completed in late 2014 and LBC-certified in the spring of 2016, Brock is the first commercial building in the continental U.S. permitted to capture and treat rainfall for use as drinking water. The toughest part of realizing this rain-to-potable-water system, according to Greg Mella, SmithGroupJJR's director of sustainable design, was devising a waterworks that would satisfy the requirements of Virginia's Department of Health and its Office of Drinking Water. The net-positive water imperative is no exception: Many of its recommended strategies conflict with building codes and health department regulations in some jurisdictions. In cases when these conflicts can't be resolved, ILFI does grant exceptions as long as a project team can demonstrate that it has been an advocate for change.

Those familiar with the standard will know that water is only one of its many aspects. Achievement of "living" status entails satisfying 20 imperatives organized into seven performance areas: place, energy, materials, equity, beauty, and health and happiness—in addition to water. Full certification has proved tough to attain, with only 12 projects, so far, all in the U.S., certified as full Living Buildings since the program's launch in 2006. The small number of certified projects is not surprising, given that one of the aims of the LBC program is to challenge established practices and transform the design and construction industries. The net-positive water imperative is no exception: Many of its recommended strategies conflict with building codes and health department regulations in some jurisdictions. In cases when these conflicts can't be resolved, ILFI does grant exceptions as long as a project team can.
FULL CYCLE Rain collected by the Kern Center's roof (above) is stored in concrete cisterns. All site water is treated and reabsorbed into the landscape through rain gardens or a graywater treatment system (right).
CONTINUING EDUCATION: WATER CONSERVATION
FROM ARCHITECTURAL RECORD

The Brock project team was not the first to try to permit a potable-rainwater system in a commercial building. Several years before, the Bullitt Center in Seattle covered the same ground. But the Miller Hull–designed 52,000-square-foot, six-story office building, completed nearly four years ago, does not yet have the necessary regulatory approvals to begin using the rainfall collected from the structure’s roof and stored in a 56,000-gallon basement cistern to supply showers, sinks, and drinking fountains. In the meantime, the center has an exemption from II.FI allowing it to rely on the municipal utility for its potable water and still satisfy the certification system’s water requirements (the building received LBC certification in 2015).

The foundation has made progress toward obtaining the permissions needed to make Bullitt’s rainwater system operational, but one problem has yet to be resolved: the lack of National Sanitation Foundation (NSF) certification of the already installed rooftop photovoltaic (PV) panels as part of the drinking-water catchment system. Because of its commitment to the concept of rainwater reuse, the client continues to work with the PV manufacturer on a retroactive NSF designation, even though the building has already earned its LBC designation, says Jim Hanford, a Miller Hull principal. The foundation has been “pugnacious” in pursuing net zero water, he says. “It’s pretty impressive.”

Regardless of the outcome of the Bullitt’s efforts to obtain a permit for its rainwater system, the building can claim several water-related innovations, including the world’s first six-story composting system. The building’s overall water consumption is also remarkably low—only 1.1 gallons per square foot over the past 12 months, compared to a 14-gallon-per-square-foot average for Seattle office buildings. But more important, the project has spurred significant regulatory changes. One “triumph,” according to Sturgeon, is a set of new city- and state-approved standards for graywater established as a result of the project. These allow the water from the showers, drinking fountains, and sinks to be treated by a constructed wetland on one of the building’s terraces and then infiltrated through a street-level planting strip instead of being drained to the sewer. If widely adopted, the approach could help relieve pressure on the city’s infrastructure, in addition to helping replenish groundwater aquifers.

Some regions seem especially receptive to the LBC and its water-conservation imperative. In Western Massachusetts, there are four completed projects pursuing certification or already certified: Smith College’s off-campus Bechtel Environmental Classroom, in West Whately; the Class of 1966 Environmental Center, at Williams College in Williamstown; and the Hitchcock Center for the Environment and the R.W. Kern Center, both on the campus of Hampshire College in Amherst. Each building benefited from the regulatory successes of the previous project. “By the third one, the permitting process was almost routine,” says Christopher Chamberland, a civil engineer with the Northampton, Massachusetts–based Berkshire Design Group, which has been involved in some way with the water systems of all the area’s projects.

BREAK IT DOWN Composting systems digest the Kern Center’s waste, also reducing the building’s overall water use.

seam roofs and stored in two 1,650-gallon cisterns. The water then undergoes numerous filtering and disinfecting steps, including treatment with UV light and ozone, and—at the insistence of local authorities—chlorination. It is then supplied to the low-flow fixtures, including bathroom and kitchen sinks, water fountains, and a shower. (Instead of conventional toilets, Brock has composting ones.) Once used, the relatively clean wastewater from the plumbing fixtures, known as graywater, along with excess runoff from the roofs, is piped to rain gardens. These landscaped depressions naturally filter the water and allow it to slowly infiltrate into the ground.

The Brock project team was not the first to try to permit a potable-rainwater system in a commercial building. Several years before, the Bullitt Center in Seattle covered the same ground. But the Miller Hull–designed 52,000-square-foot, six-story office building, completed nearly four years ago, does not yet have the necessary regulatory approvals to begin using the rainfall collected from the structure’s roof and stored in a 56,000-gallon basement cistern to supply showers, sinks, and drinking fountains. In the meantime, the center has an exemption from II.FI allowing it to rely on the municipal utility for its potable water and still satisfy the certification system’s water requirements (the building received LBC certification in 2015).

The foundation has made progress toward obtaining the permissions needed to make Bullitt’s rainwater system operational, but one problem has yet to be resolved: the lack of National Sanitation Foundation (NSF) certification of the already installed rooftop photovoltaic (PV) panels as part of the drinking-water catchment system. Because of its commitment to the concept of rainwater reuse, the client continues to work with the PV manufacturer on a retroactive NSF designation, even though the building has already earned its LBC designation, says Jim Hanford, a Miller Hull principal. The foundation has been “pugnacious” in pursuing net zero water, he says. “It’s pretty impressive.”

Regardless of the outcome of the Bullitt’s efforts to obtain a permit for its rainwater system, the building can claim several water-related innovations, including the world’s first six-story composting system. The building’s overall water consumption is also remarkably low—only 1.1 gallons per square foot over the past 12 months, compared to a 14-gallon-per-square-foot average for Seattle office buildings. But more important, the project has spurred significant regulatory changes. One “triumph,” according to Sturgeon, is a set of new city- and state-approved standards for graywater established as a result of the project. These allow the water from the showers, drinking fountains, and sinks to be treated by a constructed wetland on one of the building’s terraces and then infiltrated through a street-level planting strip instead of being drained to the sewer. If widely adopted, the approach could help relieve pressure on the city’s infrastructure, in addition to helping replenish groundwater aquifers.

Some regions seem especially receptive to the LBC and its water-conservation imperative. In Western Massachusetts, there are four completed projects pursuing certification or already certified: Smith College’s off-campus Bechtel Environmental Classroom, in West Whately; the Class of 1966 Environmental Center, at Williams College in Williamstown; and the Hitchcock Center for the Environment and the R.W. Kern Center, both on the campus of Hampshire College in Amherst. Each building benefited from the regulatory successes of the previous project. “By the third one, the permitting process was almost routine,” says Christopher Chamberland, a civil engineer with the Northampton, Massachusetts–based Berkshire Design Group, which has been involved in some way with the water systems of all the area’s projects.
Tozer Design’s residential project Desert Rain (from above left) in Bend, Oregon, captures precipitation from its butterfly roofs for all potable uses. It is designed around a daily water budget of 42 gallons per occupant.

The four projects in Western Massachusetts depend on a handful of core strategies. All but Bechtel, which has a well, collect and treat precipitation for their potable-water supply; all purify graywater with devices such as constructed wetlands or rain gardens before reintroducing it into their sites’ natural hydrological system; and all have composting toilets.

In addition to being similar to each other, these projects’ water-conserving features are remarkably similar to those deployed at Bullitt and Brock. But that doesn’t mean that the water systems are interchangeable. They must be tailored to the site and the climate, the program, and, especially, the architecture, says Chamberland. He points to the 75,000-square-foot Kern project, designed by Cambridge, Massachusetts–based Bruner/Cott and dedicated in September. Almost every aspect of the concrete, stone, and timber structure, which serves as a campus social hub and houses administrative offices and classrooms, was the product of intense examination by both the architects and Berkshire Design.

Just one example of the many scrutinized elements are those relating to Kern’s roof, which is a critical part of the rainwater-harvesting system. The two firms studied details such as the optimal slope, the relationship between the overhang and the gutters, and the best way to attach screens to keep leaves and other debris out of the water. “The performance criteria can’t be separated from the architecture,” says Chamberland.

Such functional elements are important in any locale, but in dry climates, they take on heightened relevance. This was the case for Desert Rain, a recently LBC-certified single-family residential project in Bend, Oregon, designed by local firm Tozer Design.

As the name of the compound of five wood-frame buildings with butterfly roofs implies, the project depends on precipitation for its potable supply and was one of the first in Oregon to take advantage of new state guidelines for rainwater harvesting.

Since Bend averages only 12 inches of precipitation per year, and in some years gets as little as seven, the Desert Rain team needed to capture every drop—even with a scant water budget of 42 gallons per occupant per day, says Morgan Brown, president of Whole Water Systems, the firm responsible for design of the project’s water technology. (A typical budget is more than twice that, he says.) One innovation was the substitution of a device known as a first flush diverter, or FFD, which disposes of the initial runoff from a roof surface and any contaminants that come with it. Instead, Brown devised ground-level gravel filters positioned under each roof downspout. These remove unwanted debris while capturing up to 15 percent more water, he explains.

In addition to rainwater harvesting, Desert Rain also took advantage of a rule for graywater reuse issued when the project was already under way. The system directs the water from sinks, showers, and washing machines through a constructed wetland for remediation before it is used for irrigation. Partly because of the newness of all the regulations and officials’ unfamiliarity with the proposed systems, the project took almost seven years to complete. “Normally we could have designed something like this in a few weeks,” says Brown. But he’s pleased to have been part of a project that broke new ground and takes its cues from nature’s water cycle, he adds. “It’s the ultimate example of biomimicry.”
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Flood Barriers and Watertight Doors since 1939
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Walz & Krenzer, Inc.
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Flush Finish Pocket Door System

Trimless door frames...
Make a statement, clean lines, flush finish...
Give your project a clean cut edge!

Providing minimalistic detail and a contemporary feature; the EZYJamb Flush Finish Pocket Door System maintains a smooth and clean finish for modern interiors. Recessed in the wall cavity this interior finishing system creates an open plan appearance, whilst providing complete privacy and a seamless finish when closed.

FEATURES
• Top sliding system for doors up to 178lbs
• Ideal for Pocket Door Applications
• Hardware concealed in door providing minimum gap between door/track
• Mounting plates allow for 'lift-up' installation
• Stoppers with retention device installed inside track will retain door in position.
• Ball bearing high quality rollers and aluminium track will retain the door in position.

www.ezconcept.com
PH: 800.675.8023
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ISO 9001:2008 Certified
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**LIFT-STRAP BIFOLD DOORS AND ONE-PIECE HYDRAULIC DESIGNER DOORS**

**WR**

Schweiss Doors, Moving Walls

Schweiss Doors manufactures unique custom designer doors, one-piece hydraulic doors and patented lift-strap opening/closing bifold doors.

**Product Application:**
- Moving doors and walls
- You think it, we build it
- Custom designed storefronts and more...

**Performance Data:**
- Faster, safer operation
- Zero lost headroom
- Superior design that keeps working!

www.schweissdoors.com
507.426.8273 | info@raydoor.com

**MAXIMIZE SPACE**

**WR | GREEN**

Raydoor®

Sliding doors & walls that permit light into a room, while being a functional & flexible solution to divide interior space.

**Product Application**
- Residential
- Hospitality
- Commercial

**Performance Data**
- Fully customizable solution for any application
- Lightweight, No floor track, FSC certified

raydoor.com
212.421.0641 | info@raydoor.com

**AZON SAVES ENERGY**

**GREEN**

Azon

Structural thermal barrier technologies, energy efficiency and high strength for aluminum fenestration products.

**Product Application:**
- Storefront and curtain wall applications
- Commercial aluminum, windows, doors and skylights
- Thermal barriers for framing

**Performance Data:**
- Intelligent technologies reduce overall U-factor
- Higher CRF (Condensation Resistance Factor)

www.azonintl.com
800.788.5942

**SLIDING DOOR HARDWARE**

**SS**

Richards-Wilcox Specialty Door Hardware

Smooth operating Sliding Door Track and Hardware can move even the heaviest of doors with little effort.

**Product Application:**
- Smucker's Corporation, Ohio
- Goggle Works, Baltimore--Adaptive Reuse Museum
- Historic Wye Hall, Maryland

**Performance Data:**
- Box Track or Flat Track for 300 - 5,000 lb doors
- Custom Project Design Support

www.richards-wilcox.com
800-253-5668, ext. 4678 | dlorden@richards-wilcox.com

**ADJUSTABLE CONCEALED HINGES**

**SS | NEW**

Rocyrk Architectural Opening Solutions

The Rocyrk 6-way adjustable concealed hinges offers designers and architects a solution for concealing hinges on modern contemporary interiors. Manufactured in Italy Rocyrk offers the best of European design and quality.

**Product Application**
- Condominiums, multifamily
- Offices, residential, health care

**Performance Data**
- Fire rated
- Available in a variety of weight capacities

www.rocrk.com
800.675.8023

**SERIES 3000 DOCK LIFT- UPDATED & EXPANDED**

Advance Lifts, Inc

Advance Lifts Inc. The nation's #1 dock lift builder has recently updated and expanded their 3000 series of pit mounted dock lifts.

**Product Application**
- This newly expanded line brings lower lowered heights and a significant cost reduction to dock lifts with capacities between 8,000 and 20,000 pounds.

**Performance Data**
- With the industry's leading warranty and most complete lines of surface and pit mounted dock lifts, every dock needs an Advance Lift.

www.advancelifts.com
1.800.843.3525 | michaelr@advancelifts.com

**INTERIOR FINISHES, FURNISHINGS**

**SS**

Aurora Storage Products, Inc.

Times-2, the modern, dual-sided alternative to lateral filing cabinets, stores more in a smaller footprint and saves office rental costs.

**Product Application:**
- Personal Office Storage
- Collaborative Work Areas
- Departmental Storage

**Performance Data:**
- 10 Unit Sizes, 31 Beautiful Eco-Friendly Colors
- Stores personal items, books, binders and files

www.aurorastorage.com
800-253-5668, ext. 4520 | salemiec@aurorastorage.com

**SEAMLESS FLOOR – FORM & FUNCTION**

Stonhard, a brand of The Stonhard Group

Polished is a stronger, safer and superior design alternative to stained or polished concrete. & contemporary, rich colors in both matte & gloss finishes.

**Product Application**
- University of Pennsylvania, PA
- Times Square Restaurants, NY
- New York Psychiatric Institute, NY
- Self Medical Group, South Carolina

**Performance Data**
- Stain & abrasion resistant
- Seamless surface is clean, no waxing, easy to maintain
- Durable – long-term solution, contemporary design

www.stonhard.com
800.257.7953
ARCHITECTURAL ZERO-THRESHOLD SHOWER DRAINS

Infinity Drain - Made in USA
Versatile linear drain systems for shower enclosures and outdoor applications. Systems for any waterproofing technique, any length, and any flooring material.

Product Application
- Create a curbless shower
- Pitch the floor in one direction
- No limitation on tile size or slab material
- Meets ADA requirements for handicap showers

Performance Data
- Visit www.InfinityDrain.com for technical info, CAD drawings, and installation videos
www.InfinityDrain.com
516.767.6786 | Info@InfinityDrain.com

SILK METAL™ ARCHITECTURAL CEILING & WALL PANELS

Acoustical Surfaces, Inc.
The Silk Metal Architectural Ceiling & Wall Panel System is a state-of-the-art absorber that has an elegant smooth appearance while reducing sound reflections and echo.

Product Application
- Residential, Commercial, Schools, Restaurants
- Pro Audio/Studios, Swimming Pools, Offices
- Hospitals, Auditoriums, Airports, Hotels

Performance Data
- Excellent NRC Rating - 0.80 NRC (per ASTM C423) with a 4" Airspace, No Liner Needed
www.acousticalsurfaces.com
800.448.0121 | sales@acousticalsurfaces.com

IN-SINK DRAIN SYSTEM

Just Manufacturing
Integra Drain - seamlessly welded to sink, creates an integral drain-in-sink system, without additional parts or rings. Reduces leak potential. Includes basket strainer and tailpiece.

Product Application
- Commercial & residential applications
- Ideal for healthcare environments

Performance Data
- Integral seamless sanitary drain system
- Heavy-gauge stainless strainer
- Includes the JSIGN-8-6 self-adapting sensor operated mixing faucet with manual override

www.justmfg.com/Integra-DRAIN.html
847.478.5590 | custserv@justmfg.com

UNIQUE DISTINCT FACADES

Dri-Design
Dri-Design’s Metal Wall Panel System is a pressure equalized rain-screen system, with a unique and patented interlocking design, that is both advanced and sophisticated...made simple.

Product Application
- Ventura College Applied Science Center
- The Tapered Series Panels give the impression of many shades, though only painted one color

Performance Data
- True Dry-joint rain-screen system
- AAMA 508-07 and Dade County approved

www.dri-design.com
616.355.2970 | sales@dri-design.com
Booth: 1751 | AIA Expo

ARCHITECTURAL PRECAST CONCRETE CLADDING PANELS

Easi-Set Worldwide Licensed Precasters
SlenderWall is an Ultra Hi-Performance 28 lb/sf award winning architectural precast concrete with integral heavy-gauge steel-stud frame building envelope panel system. Wind-load tested to 226 mph.

Product Application
- Johns Hopkins Hospital, Baltimore, MD
- BioInnovation Center, New Orleans, LA
- Westin Luxury Hotel, Virginia Beach, VA
- US Army Legal Headquarters, Ft. Belvoir, VA

Performance Data
- Factory-installed continuous closed-cell foam insulation - compliant with all IECC/ASHRE energy codes
- www.SlenderWall.com
800.547.4045 | info@easiset.com

PLAYING WITH TEXTURE

Unilock
Designers and architects trust Unilock pavers and retaining walls to achieve their vision without having to compromise either creative design or long-term performance. Promenade™ Plank Paver shown.

Product Application
- Centre d’Art Diane Dufresne, Repentigny, QQ
- Navy Pier, Chicago, IL
- MOCA & Uptown Alleyway, Cleveland, OH
- Yorkville Avenue, Toronto, ON

Product Data
- Exceeds ASTM C936 and CSA-A231.2
http://commercial.unilock.com
1-800-864-5625 | CustomerService@unilock.com

MECHANICAL SYSTEMS, HVAC, PLUMBING

Dri-Design
Easi-Set Worldwide Licensed Precasters
Infinity Drain
Acoustical Surfaces, Inc.
Just Manufacturing
Dri-Design
Unilock
Anti-Slip Stair Treads & Nosings

Wooster Products, Inc.
Anti-Slip Safety Stair and Walkway Products for new construction and renovation. Brand names include Supergrit, Spectra, Alumogrit, Stairmaster and NITEGLOW.

Product Application
• Commercial and residential buildings
• Transit systems
• Stadiums and ballparks

Performance Data
• Indoor and outdoor use
• ADA, New York MEA, IBC and IFC compliant
• Available in a variety of profiles and colors

www.wooster-products.com • 800.321.4936

Introducing the latest evolution in low-e glass. Architects strive for continuous improvement—in fact, you might say it's in their DNA. Developed with guidance from architects and featuring proprietary technology by Vitro Architectural Glass (formerly PPG Glass), Solarban® 90 glass provides the superior solar control performance and optimal occupant comfort architects have always wanted with the aesthetics of clear glass.

For a sample, call 855-887-6457 or visit vitroglazings.com/sb90

Vitra and Solarban are trademarks owned by Vitro. The PPG logo is a trademark of PPG Industries Ohio, Inc.

Academy of Digital Learning

Architectural Record's Academy of Digital Learning is a new, free educational offering that provides some or all of your annual CEU requirements within a specific area of interest.

This academy will provide an editorial-rich curriculum on multifamily housing that includes a combination of articles, research, webinars, and multimedia courses, instructionally designed into an eight-hour program. Upon completion of the academy, you will receive a digital badge that can be used in your signature or online to recognize your achievement and you will be credited with 8 AIA LUs.

Start this academy today at:
ce.architecturalrecord.com/academies/multifamily

Multifamily Housing
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NEW AND UPCOMING EXHIBITION

Frank Lloyd Wright at 150: Unpacking the Archive
NEW YORK CITY
June 12-October 1, 2017
Marking the 150th anniversary of the architect's birth, this exhibition at the Museum of Modern Art will comprise 450 works made from the 1890s through the 1950s. They will include models, architectural drawings, building fragments, films, television broadcasts, prints, furniture, tableware, textiles, paintings, photographs, and scrapbooks, a number of which have never been displayed. For more information, visit moma.org.

Moholy-Nagy: Future Present
LOS ANGELES
Through June 18, 2017
This exhibit, the United States' first LSD6 Moholy-Nagy retrospective in nearly 50 years, reveals a utopian artist who believed that art could work with technology to help humanity. Moholy-Nagy: Future Present, taking place at the Los Angeles County Museum of Art (LACMA), examines the career of this pioneering painter, photographer, sculptor, and filmmaker. Included are more than 250 multimedia works from public and private collections across the USA and Europe. For more information, visit lacma.org.

ONGOING EXHIBITIONS

Yayoi Kusama: Infinity Mirrors
WASHINGTON, D.C.
Through May 14, 2017
A celebration of the Japanese artist's 65-year career, Yayoi Kusama is taking place at the Smithsonian's Hirshhorn Museum. Visitors will have the opportunity to discover six of Kusama's Infinity Mirror Rooms along with a selection of other key works, including paintings from her most recent series, "My Eternal Soul," which will be shown in the United States for the first time. For more information, visit hirshhorn.si.edu.

Architecture of Independence— African Modernism
NEW YORK CITY
Through May 27, 2017
The exhibition Architecture of Independence explores the complex legacy of modern architecture and nation-building in 1960s and '70s postcolonial Africa, when many sub-Saharan countries gained their independence and turned to experimental and futuristic architecture to express their national identities. Held at New York's Center for Architecture, the show features original photography by Iwan Baan and Alexia Webster. For more information, visit aia.org.

The Jazz Age: American Style in the 1920s
NEW YORK CITY
Through August 20, 2017
In the exhilarating 1920s, American patronage and creativity emerged on the world stage of design and decoration. The Jazz Age, at the Cooper Hewitt, will focus on American tastes during the period while considering Eastern and Western European influences. The exhibition will examine the strong connections between the United States and France and Austria, as talent, craftsmanship, urbanity, and experimentation flowed back and forth across the Atlantic. For more information, visit cooperhewitt.org.

CHICAGO
Through June 4, 2017
The second installment of the Art Institute of Chicago's Modern Series explores how artists have responded in different ways to experiencing the world in our accelerated age. Go offers a range of sensory encounters; through paintings, sculpture, works on paper, photographs, designed objects, textiles, books, and films, the show reveals not only how speed has been celebrated but also how it has been managed and resisted. For more information, visit artic.edu.

SPECIALTY PRODUCTS

FLOOD PROTECTION FOR ANY LOCATION

Walz & Krenzer, Inc.
Successful deployment of Flood Barrier for University of Iowa
Product Application
• Retail stores, Parking garages
• Hospitals, Universities, Office buildings
• Any location that requires minimal appearance and fast deployment

www.floodbarriers.com
203.267.5712 | Tom Themel

InvisibleStructures.com | 800-233-1510
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Content is King. - Bill Gates, 1996

ARCAT.com truly believes this. We provide architects, engineers, spec writers and contractors with the most comprehensive libraries of building product content. You will find this and more online at ARCAT.com FREE, and no registration required!!!

- BIM Objects
- CAD Details
- Specifications
- SpecWizards
- Catalogs
- Videos
- Green Reports
- ARCAT Directory
- Building Products

arcat.com
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**Schweiss Doors**

Manufacturing custom designed one-piece hydraulic doors and lift-strap bifold doors ... any application ... any size!

**SCHWEISS Doors**

Schweiss Doors designed and built the glass bifold doors for the Golden 1 Center in Sacramento, CA

![SCHWEISS Doors](image)
Remote Control

At IBS and KBIS, tech solutions abounded, with apps and software introduced to streamline the construction process and manage devices within homes and buildings.

**UNLIKE ITS PREVIOUS** three editions, which were held in Las Vegas, Design and Construction Week headed south for 2017, literally—to the Orange County Convention Center in Orlando—where from January 10 to 12 more than 2,000 exhibitors and 80,000 attendees convened at the International Builders Show (IBS) and the Kitchen and Bath Industry Show (KBIS). If one conclusion was to be drawn from the two fairs, which showcased thousands of building and construction products, it was this: Smart systems are here to stay, with manufacturers finding ever-increasing residential and commercial uses for them.

Take the model home from the Google-owned Nest Labs. The 784-square-foot structure, located in the convention center's parking lot, was outfitted with Works with Nest partners—a consortium of companies whose Internet of Things devices may be monitored and adjusted via Nest’s Learning Thermostat and automated software platform. Featured products included August’s Doorbell video cam, Yale’s forthcoming Linus lock, Hunter Douglas’s PowerView motorized shades, and Rheem’s Professional Series tankless and hybrid electric water heaters; all can be operated solo or in concert with Nest technology to save money and increase ease of operation.
The NextBUILD pavilion at IBS moved the automation idea from residential to contract applications. On hand were 75 tech companies offering building and drafting solutions, from Buildertrend and PlanSwift (purveyors of cloud-based construction management software) to Graphisoft and Chief Architect Software (providers of CAD- and virtual reality–powered modeling options). Their mass presence highlighted how from ideation to execution, the building process has shifted from physical to digital.

Over at KBIS, electronic innovations were most evident in the bathroom. Ronbow and Fleurco offered pencil-edge mirrors that emitted an ambient glow and were tricked out with integrated LED lights and USB charging docks; Robern’s AIO collection bested them, though, with units that incorporated touchscreens and Bluetooth speakers. Customized options were rampant, with nearly everything specifiable, down to the color of a pattern and the grain of a surface.

GET SMART

(clockwise from above)

Nest Labs’ model home featured devices that sync with the brand’s automation software; LED medicine cabinets and mirrors, by Robern and Ronbow, respectively, have such amenities as USB docks and touchscreens. Geoluxe’s Pyrolithic Stone offers an alternative to marble; Caesarstone’s elegant Transform slabs can top an existing surface.
CURVES AHEAD  Kwa concrete tiles from Ann Sacks’ Itai Bar-On line can be outfitted with an LED light and double as a sconce (above). Thanks to its 775 nozzles and intentionally irregular water flow, Kohler’s Real Rain showerhead (right) replicates a summer rainstorm, while Liquid Forms tiles by Walker Zanger (below) bring waves in motion to mind.

Manufacturers from Geoluxe to Caesarstone presented new materials, including increasingly sophisticated and durable alternatives to natural stone. The former expanded its Pyrolithic Stone options, which are made from a mix of mineral-based materials; the latter launched Transform, a line of superthin scratch-, stain-, and heat-resistant slabs that can be placed directly atop an existing surface, no demolition required.

The surfaces category also featured beautiful sculptural forms, most notably in concrete. Walker Zanger’s sinewy Liquid Forms tile can be combined into a number of curvilinear compositions. Ann Sacks’s Itai Bar-On collection of poured and cured concrete tiles offers a textural take on the trend with the made-to-order Kwa, which includes a single upturned corner, able to double as a built-in sconce with the simple addition of an LED light.

With technological solutions and embedded digital features vying for attendees’ attention, the occasional nod to Mother Nature was welcome sight. Kohler’s Real Rain showerhead proved the most successful effort, with its 775 uniquely shaped nozzles releasing water droplets at random to replicate the look and feel of a summer rainstorm. Although the inconsistent stream was simulated, it nonetheless conjured a sense of escape that, even within the buzz of the convention center, momentarily swept you up. —Aileen Kwun
If it looks too good to be true

Gaten Series Perforated Panels

Above: Galen Series | Belvedere 6” Short Rib Perforated Aluminum

Six standard perforation patterns offered in multiple panel profiles
Custom shapes and patterns available
Over 30 stock colors and over 65 designer colors with PVDF finish
Custom penetration flashings

...it’s ATAS

Above: Gaten Series | Belvedere 6” Short Rib Perforated Aluminum

ATAS International, Inc.
Sustainable Building Envelope Technology

Allentown, PA | Mesa, AZ | Maryville, TN
610.395.8445  www.atas.com

AIA Expo Booth #1671
WHILE PLAYING WITH action figures with his son, David Weeks had an epiphany. The Brooklyn-based designer, celebrated for his modernist kinetic chandeliers, was looking to move into other mediums. He had already designed a best-selling chair for British retailer Habitat and a line of upholstered furniture for Ralph Pucci. But Weeks, who'd trained as a sculptor and painter, was still restless. He found himself studying the toys' joints to see how they were fashioned. Then it clicked: He would create a line of wooden animals.

"It was cathartic," Weeks says of hand-making the first creature, Hanno the Gorilla. More mammals followed, each increasingly complicated in form and function. When the project turned from escape to burden, the designer pivoted. He dreamed up CubeBot. Based on traditional Shinto Kumiki puzzles, the blocky figure has a blank expression and the ability to strike a pose—many a pose, in fact. The toy was an immediate social-media sensation.

With SquareBear, Weeks evolves yet again. The fold-up beechwood figure, manufactured by Kikkerland, has gentle curves and a searching look: "a face, a personality, and an attitude," explains Weeks. It's also the first installment of his BlockBeasts collection, in which he plans to explore volumes beyond squares, such as cylinders and pyramid shapes.

The toy celebrates the 25th anniversary of Kikkerland, which is fitting since company CEO Jan van der Lande has known Weeks about that long. "David has a good sense of shape and design," says Van der Lande of the attraction. It also was a practical decision: "We are doing a lot of wood projects, so his fit in well" with the brand's roster and production abilities, he adds.

In the near decade since creating Hanno, Weeks has expanded his repertoire, designing rugs for Christopher Farr, wallcoverings for Flavor Paper, and a limited-edition tabletop collection. But the toys stay close to his heart. "They're visceral," he says, "and very satisfying."
YOU INSPIRE SOLUTIONS CENTER
- Free design and pre-construction service tailors custom solutions to fit your project needs
  - Collaborative Design
  - Planning & Budgeting
  - Installation Assistance

Learn more at armstrongceilings.com/whatsnew

SOUNDSCAPES BLADES
- Now available in cloud, striated, and other custom designs
  - Linear, upscale visual with excellent acoustical absorption – 1.36 sabins/ft²
  - Twenty vertical standard panel sizes plus new custom options
  - Integrated hardware installs from a standard or individual suspension system
  - Custom finishes within the Sherwin-Williams color line

LYRA CONCEALED
- Smooth, white drywall-like visual with a fully concealed suspension system for a monolithic look with accessibility
  - Large format acoustical panels in 24" x 48", 24" x 72", 30" x 30", and 48" x 48"
  - Downward accessible for minimal plenum height
  - Energy saving, high-light reflectance finish

INTERSECTION DOWNLIGHTING
- Seamlessly integrate recessed downlights at the intersection of the ceiling grid – placing light where it has never been before
  - Lighting and architecture perfectly integrated into the ceiling to deliver symmetry
  - Clean, crisp factory finished panels and grid for a fast and easy installation
  - New notched Calla panels provide Total Acoustics performance

Inspiring Great Spaces®
öko skin – neither painting nor staining

- sustainable glassfibre reinforced concrete
- non-combustible (ASTM fire rating) and maintenance free
- natural and durable material, authentic appearance
- NEW - concealed fastening system

Distributed by Rieder North America
1-877-740-0303 (toll free) | usa@rieder.cc | www.rieder.cc